Bekasport
Plus
Product details

Panels

The specific rebound panels of the Bekasport Plus system makes
it ideal to fence and protect all types of sports and recreational
facilities. This sports fence ball stop can be tailored
to suit customers’ requirements.

BENEFITS
Developed in conjunction with experts

Developed in consultation with the Sports Council and other sporting bodies, the
Betafence system provides a robust and safe surround for ‘all weather’ surfaces and
multi-games courts for all sports.

Safe

All large gaps and protrusions throughout the system have been eliminated to minimise
risk of injury. The system provides excellent through visibility for supervision and
policing of the facility.

Accessibility

Each specification is complemented by specially designed flush fitting single leaf gates
for wheelchair access and double leaf gates for maintenance / emergency vehicle
access.

Specific ball rebound section

The Bekasport Plus system uses Nylofor 2D Super Rebound panels that are fully welded
and safely secured at each intersection, specifically designed to withstand heavy
impacts.

Security Level

Applications Functionalities

Medium
DETERRENT

Post and fixing systems

Gates

Bekasport Post system
Panels are fixed to the rectangular
Bekasport posts with a 2m U-channel
shaped clamp bar. Above 2m fixing
brackets are used to further secure the
fence. This combination of clamp bar and
fixing brackets provides added strength
and security, as well as a smooth safe
finish at the key impact area.

Panels
The panels are manufactured from heavy welded mesh, 2500mm
wide. To minimise balls from leaving the area we offer a choice of
four available heights (3m, 4m 5m or 6m).

The Bekasport system can be supplied with matching gates which
are available on request.

Create your own multi games area
In just a few easy steps, Betafence can help you design a bespoke
multi-use-games area according to your budget and sporting
requirements.

Coating Technique
High quality powder coating (galvanised + minimum 100 microns
polyester + 100% adhesion) gives the system a very long lifespan
and is guaranteed for 10 years.

Colours
Bekasport is available as standard in green RAL 6005.
Black RAL 9005 and other colours are available on request.

The panels are extremely rigid and secure due to the double
horizontal wires one positioned on either side of the verticals.
This system is ideally suited to a games containment area, with
provision for recessed goal areas and increased heights across
goal ends or goal areas.
Rebound section up to 1.2m high 66.66 x 50mm, 200 x 50mm
above 1.2m.
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ASSORTMENT BEKASPORT PLUS
Posts

Fence height
mm

Lower panel
width x height
mm

Upper panel
width x height
mm

Section
mm

Overall length
mm

U channel
Clamp Bar
mm

Number
of fixings

3000

2500 x 3030

-

80 x 60

3800

1

3

4000

2500 x 3030

2500 x 1030

80 x 80

4900

1

5

5000

2500 x 3030

2500 x 2030

120 x 60

5900

1

8

6000

2500 x 3030

2500 x (2030+1030)

120 x 60

6900

1

10
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